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Memory formation: from network structure
to neural dynamics

BY SARAH FELDT1, JANE X. WANG2, VAUGHN L. HETRICK3,
JOSHUA D. BERKE3 AND MICHAL ŻOCHOWSKI1,4,*

1Physics Department, 2Applied Physics Program, 3Psychology Department, and
4Biophysics Program, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA

Understanding the neural correlates of brain function is an extremely challenging task,
since any cognitive process is distributed over a complex and evolving network of neurons
that comprise the brain. In order to quantify observed changes in neuronal dynamics
during hippocampal memory formation, we present metrics designed to detect directional
interactions and the formation of functional neuronal ensembles. We apply these metrics
to both experimental and model-derived data in an attempt to link anatomical network
changes with observed changes in neuronal dynamics during hippocampal memory
formation processes. We show that the developed model provides a consistent explanation
of the anatomical network modifications that underlie the activity changes observed in
the experimental data.

Keywords: neuronal networks; memory formation; functional clustering;
network structure; network dynamics

1. Introduction

The problem of understanding neuronal correlates of brain function has been
addressed extensively over many decades but still remains unresolved. While a
vast amount is known about the basic anatomy and physiology of the brain, the
dynamics and interactions of neuronal ensembles that underlie various cognitive
tasks are yet to be understood. This is largely because of the anatomical
complexity of the neuronal networks that comprise the brain. The cortex alone
contains 1010 neurons and 1.5 × 1014 synapses, making it impossible to derive
any detailed properties of its connectivity. It is not even clear that having a
detailed knowledge of the connectivity would be sufficient to understand brain
function, as it significantly evolves on time scales ranging from tens of milliseconds
to years, through processes such as constant rewiring (Song & Abbott 2001)
(i.e. creation, annihilation and modulation of synapses), neuronal loss and/or
adult neurogenesis (Abrous et al. 2005). Additionally, even if the anatomical
connectivity were known, this would not necessarily lead to an understanding
of the spatio-temporal patterning of neural activity, which is the basis of
function (Fujisawa et al. 2008). It, therefore, becomes imperative to define other
approaches that rely more on functional commonality (i.e. coding the same
*Author for correspondence (michalz@umich.edu).
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aspects of cognitive tasks) as opposed to anatomical connectivity. Moreover, since
it is known that brain function is distributed over large neuronal ensembles,
or, even more globally, between different brain modalities, it is important to
understand how these ensembles self-organize to generate desired functions
(movement, memory storage/recall, etc.) (Hebb 1949; Gerstein et al. 1978; Singer
1999; Zhou et al. 2007).

From the experimental perspective, the emergence of new multiunit
electrophysiological and/or optical imaging techniques has been crucial as
they provide information, albeit sparsely, on distributed neural activity during
various cognitive tasks. Thus, the research task has been partially redefined,
first to understand the functional (dynamical) network correlates that underlie
the given cognitive phenomena, and then, based on these, to understand the
anatomical structures and physiological processes that lead to them. Thus,
in short, we are asking two questions: what macroscopically observed neural
interactions are the hallmark of a given cognitive process, and what anatomical
or physiological state underlies these interactions? Exploring these questions
requires the formulation of new metrics that will allow the identification of
emerging dynamical patterns during brain function. However, since it is quite
difficult to experimentally link the observed dynamical changes to the underlying
structural changes, extensive modelling efforts must also be done, where one can
directly observe how known structural changes induce differences in functional
relationships between neurons. While the knowledge gained from this modelling
does not give direct evidence linking the experimentally observed changes
in functional behaviour with underlying structural changes, it can provide
confirmation that the experimental data are consistent with certain hypotheses.

In order to define these new metrics, we must turn back to cognitive sciences
to identify which dynamical neuronal patterns are important. It is assumed that
functional neural ensembles form and disintegrate dynamically (Milner 1974;
von der Malsburg 1995; Engel & Singer 2001; Singer 2001), through spatio-
temporal patterning of spiking activity comprising many individual neurons. The
temporal correlation hypothesis (von der Malsburg 1981; Engel et al. 1991; Singer
1993; Gray 1999) postulates that correlated neuronal activity mediates rapid
feature binding and thus the formation of intermittent functional ensembles in
the brain. Therefore, the problem of identifying these functional neural ensembles
can potentially be reduced to the identification of temporally correlated groups of
neurons. However, it is also clear that the formation of these ensembles is
mediated through rapid anatomical/physiological changes. It has been established
that the temporally ordered co-activation of neural populations leads to rapid
synaptic changes via spike-timing-dependent synaptic modification (spike-timing-
dependent plasticity, STDP) processes (Bi & Poo 1998; Abbott & Nelson 2000;
Song et al. 2000; Song & Abbott 2001). Since these synaptic modifications are
directional, one would also expect changes in directional relationships between
the firing patterns of neurons.

Here, we focus on the formulation of quantitative links between the anatomical
and dynamical macroscopic network processes that underlie initial memory
formation in the brain. We analyse hippocampal tetrode recordings obtained from
freely moving mice that are exposed to a novel environment and look for two
effects: (i) the enhancement of directional timing relationships between neuronal
pairs; and (ii) a decrease in the overall temporal distance between firings of
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subpopulations of cells during memory formation. Based on our previous work
(Zochowski & Dzakpasu 2004; Waddell et al. 2007), we hypothesize that an
increase in the number of pairs showing significant directional interdependences is
indicative of the strengthening of direct connections between interacting neurons,
whereas a decrease in the temporal distance indicates an overall increased fidelity
in neuronal representation of the new environment (O’Neill et al. 2008). Finally,
we link these two effects through computational modelling and show that the
formation of heterogeneities in the anatomical connectivity of the network,
because of the addition/strengthening of a relatively small number of neural
connections, can lead to the rapid formation of co-activating discrete neuronal
ensembles, as well as their re-activation during sleep. We hypothesize that this
subsequently leads to the formation of a distributed memory representation as is
observed experimentally.

2. Methods: metrics and analysis

(a) Directional interactions: causal entropies

We monitor the directional interactions between neurons over time using causal
entropies (CEs) (Zochowski & Dzakpasu 2004; Dzakpasu & Zochowski 2005;
Waddell & Zochowski 2007). CEs are an asymmetric, time-adaptive metric
constructed to detect asymmetric locking between two spike trains based on
the intervals between spiking events (Waddell et al. 2007). They are computed
by first constructing two time-adaptive histograms of the inter-event intervals
between the spike trains (Pij and, separately, Pji), and then calculating the
Shannon entropy.

Briefly, let ti
n be the time of the nth spike for neuron i and tj(n) be the last

time that neuron j fired before ti
n . We then calculate Dtij(n) = ti

n − tj(n). Note
that, if neuron i fires multiple times, Dtij(n) is only calculated between the closest
spike of neuron i and the previous spike of neuron j. Please see figure 1a for a
schematic. We separately calculate Dtji (from spikes in j to spikes in i) in the
same manner as shown in figure 1b.

At ti
n , we update the histogram Pij by adding Dp to the bin corresponding

to Dtij(n) and then renormalizing the histogram. The parameter Dp is a
free parameter that controls the effective length of history of the time-
adaptive measure (Waddell et al. 2007). This process establishes an exponential
attenuation to the memory of the histogram, allowing it to adapt to changes
in synchrony over time. The causal entropy CEij(n) = − ∑

k Pij(k) log(Pij(k)) is
then computed, where k indexes the bins of the histogram. We then separately
calculate CEji through the same procedure as above, interchanging the i and j in
the prior description.

The advantage of CEs is the ability to detect asymmetric locking between
pairs of neurons. If neuron i regularly fires shortly after neuron j, but j does
not regularly follow i, then CEij will become small, while CEji will remain
relatively large. Therefore, one may take the causal entropy difference CEDij(n) =
CEij(n) − CEji(n) to measure the degree and direction of locking between the two
neurons. (See figure 1c for an example of histograms depicting this behaviour.)
For a detailed description of CE, see Waddell et al. (2007).
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(a)

Sj:

Si:

Sj:

Si:
(b)

D tij

D tji

(c)

Pij Pji

Figure 1. (a) Sample calculation of Dtij from spikes in train Si to train Sj . (b) Sample calculation
of Dtji from spikes in train Sj to train Si . (c) Sample histograms for spike trains in which spikes in
Sj lead spikes in Si but there is no consistent relationship from spikes in Si to spikes in Sj .

We track the number of significant CE pairs over time by computing CEDij(n)
and comparing this with the same measure computed for surrogate datasets.
Please see §2c for a description of the surrogate data. Significance is determined
as being two standard deviations away from the mean. Note that the mean and
standard deviation of the surrogate data CED distribution change over time as
the CE histograms are updated. For the experimental data analysed in the paper,
we calculated histograms for Dt within a window of 500 ms, using a bin size of
10 ms and Dp = 0.05. The model data were analysed using a window of 400 time
steps, a bin size of 1 time step and Dp = 0.005.

(b) Correlated activity: functional clustering algorithm

In order to detect functionally correlated groups of neurons, we implement the
functional clustering algorithm (FCA) (Feldt et al. 2009). This algorithm groups
neurons based on pairwise similarity of spiking dynamics. In this paper, to define
similarity between neurons, we compute the average minimum distance (AMD),
which detects co-firing events between pairs of neurons (Feldt et al. 2009). To
compute the AMD between two spike trains Si and Sj , we calculate the distance
dti

n from each spike in Si to the closest spike in Sj as shown in figure 2a. We
then define

Dij = 1
Ni

∑
n

dti
n (2.1)

and

Dji = 1
Nj

∑
n

dtj
n , (2.2)
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S2:
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Step 2:  significance matrix
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+
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significance matrix
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j

Steps 3–4:  join trains (S1 + S2 = S5) and re-calculate significance

S3:

S4:

S5:

Step 5:  repeat until significant clusters are obtained

sc
al

ed
 s

ig
.

step in algorithm

resulting dendrogram

1 2 3
1 2 3 4

Figure 2. (a) Example of dti/jn used to calculate the AMD between spike trains. In this case, the
distance is calculated for each spike in one train to the closest spike in the other train. (b) Example
of the FCA applied to four spike trains. Spike trains with the highest scaled significance are
merged (here S1 and S2 are joined to create S5) and the procedure is repeated until no significant
joining steps remain. The resulting clusters are indicated by the circled groups in the obtained
dendrogram.

where Ni/j is the total number of spikes in Si or Sj , respectively. Finally, we define
the AMD between spike trains Si and Sj to be

AMDij = Dij + Dji

2
. (2.3)
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The FCA then proceeds as follows. A schematic of the algorithm can be seen
in figure 2b.

1. We first create a matrix of AMD values between all spike trains.
2. We then use surrogate datasets (see §2c) to calculate 95% confidence

intervals for each pairwise AMD. These significance levels are used to
calculate the scaled significance between each pair of AMD values. The
scaled significance is measured in units defined as the distance from the
midpoint of the cumulative distribution function derived from surrogate
data to the 95 per cent significance cut-off. Thus, a scaled significance value
equal to 1 denotes the 95 per cent significance level, and values higher than
1 are significant, while values lower than 1 are deemed insignificant.

3. The pair of trains with the highest significance is then chosen to be grouped
together, and the scaled significance of this pair is recorded. A unique
element of the FCA is that the two spike trains that are grouped together
are then merged by joining the spikes into a single new train (figure 2b).

4. The trains that are being joined are then removed, the AMD matrix is
recalculated for the new set of trains, new surrogate datasets are created,
and a new scaled significance matrix is calculated.

5. We repeat the joining steps (3 and 4), recording the scaled significance
value used in each step of the algorithm until the point at which no pairwise
similarity is statistically significant. The significance cut-off is indicated
by the dashed line in figure 2b. At this point, the functional groupings are
determined by observing which spike trains have been combined during the
clustering algorithm (e.g. circled groups in the dendrogram of figure 2b).

(c) Creation of surrogate data

In order to determine the significance of the above measures, we create
surrogate datasets by adding a jitter to each spike in the train. This jitter is
drawn from a uniform distribution (Date et al. 1998) within a given window
around each spike. This destroys correlations between firing events of neurons
while preserving the number of spikes and average properties of the interspike
interval distribution. For the experimental data, a jitter window of 2 s was used
for the CE analysis, and a window of 20 s was used for the FCA analysis. For the
model data, a window of 400 time steps was used for both calculations.

(d) Experimental protocol

The experimental data presented in this paper were recorded using tetrode
methods from the hippocampus of freely moving mice as they explored a novel
environment. The datasets analysed here are from those previously published
in Berke et al. (2008), in which a complete description of the experimental
methods can be found. All animal experiments were approved by the University
of Michigan Committee on the Use and Care of Animals. Six tetrodes were
implanted into the dorsal hippocampus of each animal. The mice were placed in a
novel rectangular track in which they underwent periods of exploration and sleep,
which were confirmed through the inspection of the EEG signal and locomotor
activity. Here, we analyse data from 77 pyramidal neurons in mouse 1 (42 CA1;
21 CA2; 14 CA3) and 28 pyramidal neurons in mouse 2 (14 CA1, 14 CA3). The
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early exploration window was taken to be 100 s of exploration when the animal
was initially placed in the environment, whereas late exploration was defined to
be 100 s of data taken from the end of the session after the animal had slept in
the environment.

3. Modelling: understanding the structural basis of the observed
temporal patterning

It has been shown that the hippocampus can rapidly form new memory
representation and, in a very short time period, is able to generate experience-
dependent reactivation during various stages of sleep (Wilson & McNaughton
1994; Buzsaki 1998; Kudrimoti et al. 1999; Booth & Poe 2006) and quiet waking
periods (Foster & Wilson 2006). During this reactivation, the spatio-temporal
patterning of neuronal activity is correlated with the patterning of the preceding
awake activity (Louie & Wilson 2001). Furthermore, the correlation between
cells co-active during waking is higher during sleep (Pavlides & Winson 1989;
Wilson & McNaughton 1994; Poe et al. 2002). We used a simple integrate-
and-fire based model to show that local strengthening of network connectivity
underlies the formation of localized network heterogeneity, which, in turn, leads
to rapidly increasing neuronal co-activation and potential formation of distributed
memory representation. Furthermore, changes of global network excitability,
driven, for example, through changes in the neurochemical environment during
sleep (Marrosu et al. 1995; Booth & Poe 2006), can produce spontaneous
reactivation of the previously co-active network regions. Thus, the structure of the
activating regions in the network are inherently determined by the heterogeneities
in network topology. Here, we show that this simple model coupled with an
STDP-based learning rule phenomenologically captures the processes observed
experimentally.

The model uses leaky integrate-and-fire neurons given by

tm
dV j

e/i

dt
= −ajV

j
e/i + Ie/i +

∑
k

wjkI k
syn (3.1)

to represent the dynamics of the network elements, with e/i denoting either an
excitatory or inhibitory neuron. V j

e/i is the membrane voltage of the jth neuron; aj

is the membrane leak rate constant randomly distributed, such that aj ∈ [1, 1.3];
tm = 30 ms is the membrane time constant; I k

syn is the incoming current to the
jth neuron from the kth neuron; and wjk is the connection strength between
neurons j and k and is discussed below. The excitatory subnetwork of 500 cells
is in a one-dimensional small-world formulation with periodic boundaries and
has connectivity radius Re = 3. Additionally, pe

g = 0.15 is the rewiring parameter
defining the fraction of the number of local connections to the number of random,
long-range ones. The inhibitory interneuron subnetwork of 100 cells has Ri = 1,
pi

g = 1 and win = 10, forming a random graph network. Every inhibitory cell
receives input from nei = 5 neighbouring excitatory neurons with strength wei = 4,
and every excitatory neuron receives input from nie = 10 random inhibitory ones
with strength wie = 2. Synaptic strengths were chosen to balance the number of
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incoming connections so that the total possible input to all cells remains the same.
The external current Ie/i is uniform over the entire excitatory/inhibitory network
and functions as a global control parameter that controls response transitions,
from low-frequency random activity (low Ie), to spontaneous activation of
localized network regions (for intermediate Ie values) and finally to global
bursting (high Ie) (Jablonski et al. 2007). We have shown that the intermediate
values of global excitation (Ie) provide a mechanism for selective activation of
network regions having slightly higher connectivity (i.e. potentially the ones
experiencing synaptic formation and strengthening), while rest of the network
remains quiescent. Additionally, the transition from low to intermediate levels of
excitation in our model may represent the transition in the hippocampus between
the active awake state and the sleep state that exhibits memory reactivation
(Wang et al. 2008). For the simulations presented in this paper, Ie = 0.65 during
stimulation phase and Ie = 1.05 during reactivation (sleep phase); Ii = 1.2.

When the membrane potential of a given cell reaches a maximum value of
Vreset = 1, the neuron emits an action potential, its membrane potential is reset to
Vrest = 0 and the neuron enters a refractory period for trefr = 10 ms. The synaptic
current emitted by spiking neuron (k) is of the form

I k
syn(t) = exp

(−(t − tk
spike)

ts

)
− exp

(−(t − tk
spike)

tf

)
, (3.2)

where (t − tk
spike) is the time since neuron k last spiked, ts = 1.5 ms is the slow

time constant, and tf = 0.15 ms is the fast time constant. In addition to the
synaptic current from other cells, all neurons have a pfire = 10−3 probability of
firing spontaneously per millisecond.

The excitatory subnetwork undergoes synaptic modification based on spiking
activity of these cells. This subnetwork is composed of 25 per cent non-modifiable,
homogeneous, active connections with strength wex = 2, in addition to 75 per
cent modifiable synapses, which are connections initially with weight 0 but can
modulate their strength between wex = 0 and wex = 2 based on neuronal activity
(Isaac et al. 1995). The changes in synaptic strength of modifiable synapses are
implemented based on a simplified neurobiological rule of STDP (Bell et al. 1997;
Markram et al. 1997; Bi & Poo 1998; Lengyel et al. 2005). Upon firing of neuron k,
synaptic strength from neuron j to neuron k is incrementally increased if neuron j
(presynaptic cell) fires before neuron k (postsynaptic cell) within a set interspike
interval (ISI) of TL = 20 ms. At the same time, synaptic strength from neuron k
to neuron j is decreased by the same amount. Additionally, synaptic efficacy from
the presynaptic to the postsynaptic cell is decreased by a smaller amount when
the two cells do not activate congruously, i.e. their ISI is above the set threshold
TF = 200 ms. Formally,

Dw∗
jk =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

wex

tlearn
if tj − tk < TL,

− wex

tforget
if tj − tk > TF,

0 if TL < tj − tk < TF

(3.3)
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and

Dw∗
kj =

⎧⎨
⎩

− wex

tlearn
if tj − tk < TL,

0 otherwise.
(3.4)

The w∗
jk indicates the weight of the modifiable synapse from neuron j to neuron

k, wex = 2 is the strength of non-modifiable synapses in the excitatory network,
tj − tk is the ISI between neurons j and k, and tlearn = 20 and tforget = 70 are the
rates of learning and forgetting in the network. For comparison purposes, learning
is not turned on until 3 s into the simulation. Calculations are performed using
Euler’s method with time steps of 0.05 ms.

To simulate external sensory input, a constant current of value 0.9 is fed into
a localized subgroup of 100 neurons in the excitatory neuronal network (neuron
IDs 201–300) at times 2–6 s and 9–12 s. A period of sleep is implemented between
6.5–8.5 s by raising Ie to 1.05 to represent biological neuromodulatory mechanisms
during sleep.

To be able to compare the results of our simulation to experimental data,
we analyse only the activity patterns of the network of excitatory neurons. The
early plasticity window analysed here was defined to be 3–4 s, just after plasticity
had been turned on in the simulation. This was done in order to mimic the
early exploration window for the mice when they were initially placed in the
environment. Late plasticity was defined as 10–11 s (after the sleep period), again
for comparison with the late exploration window in the experimental data.

4. Results

We analysed both experimental and model-derived data to explore changes
in network structure and dynamics as a result of synaptic modifications
during exposure to a stimulus. In the experimental data, we analyse spike
train data obtained from tetrode recordings of freely moving mice (see §2d)
as they learned a novel track environment. An example raster plot of the
obtained recordings along with the mouse’s behavioural state can been seen
in figure 3a.

To better understand the structural network changes that underlie the observed
changes in dynamics, we also analyse data from the excitatory network of a
model of hippocampal memory formation (see §3). An example raster plot of
the model data can be seen in figure 4a. In this model, memories are formed
by the stimulation of a selected group of neurons with modifiable synapses
that can be strengthened/weakened through a learning rule implemented to
simulate STDP processes. The modifiable synapses were initially silent (Isaac
et al. 1995) and became selectively active, driven by an activity-dependent
synaptic modification process. After stimulation starts at 2 s, the external input
given to neurons 201–300 induced these neurons to fire with spatio-temporal
patterning that induced rapid strengthening of synapses when synaptic plasticity
is turned on at 3 s. The synaptic plasticity continues until the stimulation is
ceased at 6 s.

Below we compare and quantify the changes in directional neural interactions
and evolution of functional clustering for the experimental data and model data.

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A (2010)
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Figure 3. (a) Example raster plot of recordings from mouse 2 as it explores and sleeps in a
novel environment. (b) Number of significant CED pairs as a function of the mouse’s time
in the environment. The rise in the number of significant pairs indicates the formation of
directional lead–lag relationships between neurons as the mouse sleeps and continues to explore
the environment.
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Figure 4. (a) Example raster plot of model data. Neurons 201–300 receive external input to simulate
the presence of a stimulus as indicated by the light grey bar. An STDP rule is applied for the period
marked by the dark grey bar, and a global external input is applied to simulate sleep as indicated by
the black bar, causing re-activation in the previously stimulated neurons. (b) Number of significant
CED pairs and average value of simulated modifiable synapses. Once plasticity is turned on, we
see a rise in the number of significant directional relationships between neurons, which continues
to increase during the sleep period and persists during further stimulation.

(a) Directional interactions

In order to quantify the changes in directional interactions between neurons
in both experimental and model data, we analysed pairwise interactions between
neurons using causal entropies (see §2a). This measure detects directional lead–
lag patterning between spiking of neurons as a function of time. In figures 3b
and 4b, we show the number of significant CED pairs as calculated for the
experimental and model data, respectively.
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In the experimental data, we see that the number of significant CED pairs
begins to grow during the first period of sleep and continues to increase as the
mouse further explores and learns the new environment. This corresponds to an
increase in the number of significant directional (lead–lag) relationships between
neurons, which is consistent with the development of enhanced connectivity
between cells during memory consolidation (Waddell et al. 2007).

We also see an increase in the number of directional relationships between
neurons in the model data once plasticity has been turned on. Here, we calculate
patterning only between the pairs of stimulated neurons. When the external
stimulus current is first applied at 2 s, the stimulated neurons begin to fire more
rapidly and we see the development of a few significant CED pairs (figure 4b, black
line). Once plasticity is added 1 s later into the simulation, the standard STDP
rule strengthens the modifiable directional connections between presynaptic and
postsynaptic neurons, leading to more reliable lead–lag patterning between the
firing of the neurons. The grey line in figure 4b represents the evolution of the
mean weight of modifiable synapses within the stimulated region. This leads to
a further increase in the number of significant CED pairs due to these known
structural changes in the network topology. Thus, the rise in average synaptic
strength is correlated with the rise in significant CED pairs. It should be noted
that the delay between the initial occurrence of significant CED pairs and rise in
synaptic strength is because of the fact that the stimulation period begins before
plasticity is turned on, and some directional relationships arise from the initial
network connectivity. The levelling out of the synaptic weight curve observed at
the end of the first stimulation period and during the second stimulation is due
to the fact that the weight of the modifiable synapses is bounded at wex = 2 and
thus the synapses are limited in their ability to continuously increase in strength.
The increase in significant CED pairs during that time can therefore be attributed
to reorganization of the structural connectivity patterns rather than their mere
strengthening.

During the simulated sleep environment, the structural heterogeneity formed
during the initial stimulus presentation is more excitable when compared with
other network regions and thus mediates its reactivation. This reactivation
exemplifies itself as an occurrence of synchronized bursts that in turn lead to
further modifications of network structure. These directional relationships persist
through the second period of stimulation after sleep.

Although we have no way of determining network connectivity in the
experimental data, we can study the changes in network topology in our model as
the connection strengths evolve throughout the simulation. To further understand
how the emergence of directional firing relationships corresponds to structural
changes in the underlying network connectivity, we compared the correlation
between the significance of lead–lag patterning (i.e. the number of significant CED
pairs) and the absolute value of the difference in directional synaptic weights (i.e.
wjk − wkj). In figure 5, we show a histogram of this relationship towards the end of
the second period of external stimulation (time = 11.5 s for the data from figure 4).
At this point in time, the modifiable synapses have evolved to form directional
relationships between neurons. A large structural directional relationship will thus
be given by synaptic pairwise weight differences close to 2, while synaptic pairwise
weight differences near 0 indicate the lack of a structural directional connectivity
(i.e. the two neurons are not connected or have bidirectional connections with
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Figure 5. Histogram of the number of significant CED pairs as a function of the absolute value
of the difference in directional weight between pairs of neurons for time = 11.5 s in the simulation
presented in figure 4. There is a correlation between a large synaptic pairwise weight difference
and the occurrence of a significant CED relationship. At the same time, there is also an increase
of significant CED pairs for the lowest values of the synaptic pairwise weight difference, indicative
of the formation of polysynaptic patterns.

Table 1. Percentage of significant CED pairs and change in FCA significance.

CED: early exploration/ CED: late exploration/ FCA: significance
plasticity (%) plasticity (%) change

experiment 1.8 ± 0.6 7.5 ± 1.5 0.54 ± 0.46
model 8.3 ± 1.5 56.4 ± 9.1 0.57 ± 0.03

similar weight). Note that pairs of neurons with a synaptic pairwise weight
difference of 0 have been excluded from the plot because of the large number
of non-connected neurons. We observe that a large synaptic weight difference
corresponds to a high number of significant CED pairs, indicating that indeed
the direct directional connection between neuronal pairs leads to the formation
of a lead–lag pattern between the two cells. The smaller peak in the histogram
for low synaptic pairwise weight differences is probably due to complex indirect
interactions between groups of neurons (i.e. the lead–lag pattern forms through
polysynaptic interactions rather than monosynaptic ones).

In table 1, we further quantify the increase in directional relationships
by calculating the percentage of significant CED pairs during early
exploration/plasticity and during late exploration/plasticity (after sleep). Data
were averaged over n = 2 experimental trials and n = 4 simulated trials. The
number of significant CED pairs was determined by the point at the end of the
window designated as the early/late exploration/plasticity period described in
§§2d and 3. In both the experimental and model data, we see substantial increases
in the percentage of significant CED pairs during the late exploration/plasticity
stages, quantifying the increase of directional relationships between neurons as a
result of memory consolidation and learning.
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Figure 6. (a) The scaled significance used to join trains plotted as a function of joining steps in the
FCA for the experimental data presented in figure 3 during the early (black line) and late (grey
line) exploration (after sleep) periods. (b) The scaled significance used in the FCA for the model
data presented in figure 4 during early (black line) and late (grey line) plasticity (after sleep). The
dashed grey line denotes the clustering cut-off. Values above this line are significant steps while
values below this line are insignificant. The shaded regions denote the area between the significance
curve and the clustering cut-off used to quantify changes in the amount of significance as described
in the text.

(b) Functional groupings

In order to study the changes in functional groupings of neurons before and
after learning, we implement the FCA with a similarity metric designed to detect
co-firing events in neuronal activity. This algorithm not only parses the data into
functional groupings, but also assigns values of significance to each joining step
that combines groups of neurons (see §2b). It is therefore relevant to compare
how significant the joining steps in the algorithm are between early and late
exploration/plasticity. To do so, we compare the scaled significance used in
the clustering during the initial stimulus presentation and a presentation that
occurs later in the same trial, after a number of quiet waking and sleep periods.
As functional groupings become increasingly coordinated in their activity, we
expect to observe an increase in the significance of the joining steps, indicating
the decrease in temporal distance between firing times. At the same time, neurons
that become increasingly decorrelated in their activity will be indicated by a
decrease in the amount of significance. This will lead to steeper decline of the
scaled joining significance curve as a function of clustered steps.

In figure 6, we plot the scaled significance used in each joining step of the FCA
when applied to examples from the experimental and model data. Examination
of the scaled significance for the experimental data shows that we indeed see a
change in the slopes of the curve between early and late exploration. The slope
of the scaled significance is steeper during late exploration. This is because of the
fact that the joining significance is higher during late exploration for the initial
steps of the algorithm, which are indicative of the decreased temporal distance
between the most correlated neurons. However, later in the algorithm (during
the joining steps that are deemed insignificant, representing neurons that are
less correlated), we see a decrease (from early to late exploration) in the amount
of significance. This indicates the expected loosening of functional interactions
between neurons not involved in the coding of the environment.
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We also observe an increase in the number of significant steps between early
and late exploration. During early exploration, we detect no significant functional
clusters, while during late exploration, the first two steps of the algorithm are
significant (above the dashed line) indicating the formation of functional clusters.
Although we observe very few significant groupings in the experimental data,
this is expected because of the low probability of detecting synchronous neurons
due to the sparseness of sampling of the network and the distributed nature
of neural coding. Even though the probability of detecting co-firing neurons is
increased due to the fact that the recorded cells are involved in the same local
network as captured by a single tetrode, it remains unclear how sparsely and
distributed a given memory is coded. Clearly, we do not have this limitation in our
model data.

We quantify the effect of the increase in functional correlations by measuring
the area between the significance curve and the clustering cut-off line for the
significant joining steps of the algorithm. This area is indicated by the shaded
regions of figure 6b. In order to normalize between data with different numbers
of neurons, we quantify the change by calculating (Alate − Aearly)/(Alate + Aearly).
This measure is contained within [−1, 1] and positive values indicate an increase
in the scaled significance used to cluster the neurons. We show the results of this
calculation for both experimental and model data in table 1. In both cases, we
are able to quantify the increase in significance used in the clustering steps of the
algorithm.

5. Discussion

The observed changes in the neural patterning during the experiments support
the underlying hypothesis that, as the mice explored the track, they learned
a new spatial representation of the novel environment (as indicated by the
formation of ‘place fields’ (Berke et al. 2008)). While in the track, the mice
underwent periods of sleep, followed by further exploration of the environment.
These epochs of slow-wave sleep have been hypothesized to be a period of memory
consolidation (Buzsaki 1998; Kudrimoti et al. 1999), which is presumed to involve
further alterations in structural as well as functional network connectivity. These
structural alterations involve both the strengthening of existing monosynaptic
connections between the neurons as well as the development of new connections.
As a result of these changes, we observed an increase in directional lead–lag
patterning between cells as the mice learned the new environment. Since sleep
is thought to play a focal role during memory consolidation, this directional
patterning could appear during sleep phases and continue beyond them, as was
observed in the data.

Additionally, recent experimental findings have shown that two changes
in neural firing patterns correlate with the memory consolidation of neural
representations of novel stimuli: neurons that are correlated during initial
exposure progressively increase their co-firing, while the neurons that are initially
less correlated in their activity become further decorrelated (O’Neill et al. 2008).
As predicted by this result, we observe a tightening of functional interactions
between initially correlated neurons as the neurons that code for the environment
increase their co-firing activity.
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In the model data, we show how the addition of an STDP-motivated
learning rule leads to synaptic modifications, which, in turn, give rise to
changes in neuronal dynamics. Here, a subset of the population is stimulated
and the plastic synapses are allowed to evolve under the learning rule. The
strengthening/weakening of synapses within this discrete region effectively creates
a structural inhomogeneity of the network connectivity. Sleep is modelled as a
global increase of network excitability, and, during this period, the previously
stimulated region is able to reactivate while suppressing the surrounding areas due
to the topological nature of the network, which allows for focal excitation as well
as global, random inhibition. The observed reactivation also allows synapses to
strengthen further. When this external stimulation is repeated, we observe even
further strengthening of synapses. These known changes in the network structure
give rise to changes in neuronal dynamics, which match the observed changes in
the experimental data.

6. Conclusions

As the amount of experimental data depicting neural interactions during various
cognitive tasks increases, it is becoming essential to develop metrics that quantify
neural relationships during different behavioural states. Equally important is
the ability to link these changes in neural relationships to the underlying
structural and/or neurobiological changes. This task of linking observed changes
in dynamical behaviour to structural changes implies a need to combine
experimental data with extensive modelling, where structural changes can be
directly linked to dynamical changes. In this paper, we have presented new
methods that, when applied to both experimental and model data, depict changes
in neural dynamics and allow for explanation of the underlying structural changes
that give rise to the observed dynamical changes.

Specifically, we tried to link the progressive functional clustering observed
during exposure to a novel environment with the underlying structural network
changes. To do so, we used two measures developed in our laboratory (CED
and FCA) in order (i) to quantify the emergence of directional dynamical
interdependences in the network, which are indicative of the enhancement of
network connectivity; and (ii) to monitor the emergence of functional clusters
based on activity patterning of neurons. We applied these two measures to
experimental data, where they detected increases in directional relationships
between neurons and a tightening of functional clusters as the mice explored, slept
and learned a novel environment. We then implemented the same measures in a
simple model, which implemented STDP processes during exposure to an external
stimulus and periods of sleep. We observe very similar changes in the number
of significant directional pairs as well as the emergence of functional clusters
during both stimulus presentation and sleep. These results are consistent with
the hypothesis that the observed dynamical changes are a result of underlying
structural changes induced through STDP processes as a function of learning.
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